
Dear Wayne, 	 11/25/74 

Without getting out the carbon of the letter to which you responded 11/41. I know 
that you have not yet understood the two major areas of my interest. Were there need for 
you to know now I'd tell you but because I like to keep things on the epee:4.49 and 
because Haile remains a dirty km capable of dirty things perhaps it is best to Ist it 
wait. However, you aimed the both. 

I did follo;s up on both. Both were outside your papers assignments. And there 
were others with ne on each inquiry, one of which is on signed, dated tape. 

Perhaps you won't be able to cone up with more specifics on the surveillance. 
If you can, fine because they say be of value in the future. 

However, ask yourself if the paper really needed any surveillance on you after 
your first Uomputers article to make the allegations it did. I think the answer is nagae 
tits. If this is the ranee then the primary target of surveillance was not you. It beann, 
from what you reported, on hith of us. wo, if thereafter there was any on you it  could 
have been a consequence of your having been seen with ne, no? 

Russell has more experience and less personal iniadvement so wht not ark his if 
there was any issue before McRae an which you qualified as a witness. If as I believe 
the answer  Win* is negative, perhaps *Sevin lead you and/or Ransil into a new 
line of thinking. lou were subpoenaed, you were hassled. this was followed by the 
separation by the paper, but you, like teem Itays, were not balled as a Mitnies. 
While Haile was making all those melees in (spurt about Hays and *eking and getting& 
warrant he was also lunching with Hays, not even in secret. At Coopers* that I know of. 

One of the reasons Haile was so hot to get we is that I charged among other 
things, abuse of process to mass and Henry's boas. Not even pre forma denial to date. 

That Cambridge "'whoop" is by and for nuts. I've rejected the invitation and 
tell you as a friend that those characters are the most unprineipled commercialisers of 
all. I presume you refer to the selfeetyled *Ameassination Investigation Bureau." They 
are Piesierisers  who are both inoapable of and not interested in "Intestigetion." Their 
interest is in $$$$ and they are rolling in via the abuse of trust and copitaliming 
on the genuine concerns of the fine generation of young. 

Nome have spoke= to me in the past. I get clips on their hairy stuff. If they 
believe, if they are serious. they are rotten still. *wen Mcrae said Ila °forthright!" 

the only way I eon over travel is if the expenses are paid. I's tentatively but 
indefinitely scheduled to go to NYC fora TV show but 	be surprised it it is not 
before the 28th of January. Uhiess somethiog imexpectod Imam up I'll not be able to go. 

Also, while in your experience there Jane 141884* to believe It. there are other 
matters in oy life beeidea the Rey case‘j114 ay literary interests are outside it and I 
have an almost completed book to finish and the current one to promote. 

However, the widow did respond to my letter. We had a long talk. 4f-yoi-cae, and--  
if she has no obit:action, please tape your meeting. I'll return the tape to you or her. 
4y recollection is that when she could find the time she'd come here or when I was in 
that city I'd let her know and we'd try to get together. 

Yeah, the modernised poet 	is something else. In three weeks recently 
a review copy of the new book didn't reach the Mimes reporter. 

bawd luck& 



Nov. 21, 1974 

Dear Harold, 

I read your letter five times. Because of the fact there's 
evidence of mail 1041111111.‘ tampering, I guess you have purposely 
written a mot fir cryptic letter. Your prhaselogy is 
most ambiguous, but I suppose it was intentionally so worded 
because of the possibility of intercertion by outside parties. 

For that reason, I have composed= letter to be 
lummiUMMITIftwpms. equally equivocql. 

First, I think I have an inkling as to the subject matter 
of the f'r t 	e . u posed. I think you are referring to 
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a disclo 	, 	- o _ t ost significant--but one which I 
beSeeched y- E to procee 	erg carefully 11110 because it involged 
a very important source, hich has warned me that he would 
repudiate the information if I should ever divulge it. Based 
on the disclosure, I believed you were going to proceed. 	C 

_a collateral source, one that might_be in a position to have 
obtained the same information gained by my source. As I recall, 
you tried to pin me down on the reliability and credibility of 
this collateral source, but I could not help you--not that I • 
Imiminammon lacked the volition--but that I never intimately 
knew the party you referred to, except for his known activity 
in matters not related to the subject I knew you were interested 
in. 

Second, I think I know what you are alluding to but I 
do not know what you could have done with it, exceptcorroborate 
what you and I already both know. I believe I offered to assist 
in helping 7!ou, transportation etc, but we never did consummate 
the agreement, I never found out whether you contacted and talked 
to this source. However, whqt fears I expressed at the time--fears 
that my involvement would become known to parties this aMOMMOMMMOmw 
source was associated with--mw may have been justified at the 
time I expressed them, but subsequent events have made them moot. 

The "specifics" you requested may be hard to come by because 
what I know, 1 have deduced from the barest bones of a conversati)n 
with a superior who requested my resignation, but at the same 
time interceded to see that my salary would be paid through 
the first of the yeal-, on limmiuMMUMinft two conditions: 

_first I would not file any grievance with the guild or 
any ciEE757777.gency concerning my departure from the paper; and 

econd I would have some two months of free time--paous 
three wee s additional vacation pay which technically had not 
accru44--on the company payroll, without any assignments, duties, 
and which I could spend away from the office. In other words, 
the company is paying me for twos months to stay away from the 
office and not fulfill any assignments for the paper during 
this time.... 



page 2.... 

""151111.114."1"111111"" 

I plan to be in Cambridge, Mass., from Jan. 31 ro Feb. 2 
for a workshop. My finances, like y-)urs, will be somewhat tight 
but I believe it will be worth my while if I go via New York 
City and be in New York City on Jan. 28-29 to interview a 
very arc. important source which I had earlier identified 
to you and the relevance of the information and documents 
possessed by this source. 

As much as I would like to go via 4ashington, D.C., 
and Mdw- it will be entirely out of the question. COUID YOU 
POS3IBilLY MEET ME IN NEJ YORK--time and place worked out 
l ter-=ND D, PFASENT WHEN I INTERVIEW THIS :ITNELS,T, YOU MIGHT 
H-VE 	DPORTANT WD,.;TION..) TO ASK. ALSO Y2Uit SKEPTICAL NATURE 
MIGHT COUNTEPALANCE MY TENDENCY TO BELIEVE WHAT THIS PARTICULAR 
PARTY H,,S TO RELATE 	 

YOUR FRI ND AND ALLY, 

Jayne Chastain 

P.S....I still feel that it better to more pa ranoid than trusting, 
but when it comes to the Post Office, it is a fact that 
VIM' their inefficiency has become legend in the past 
year. I hve had difficulties with letters and packages 
not pertaining to the subject that would warrant tampering. 
Computerized inefficiency has caused many letters to be 
returned to sender where the wrong apartment number is 
attached...etc, etc...of course, that would not account 
for long delays in delivery to your residence in Maryland, 
unless the zip code was left off, or was listed erroneously, etc 

• 


